ProcessWeaver
Helping businesses bring together
technology and process improvement
to empower better transportation
management.
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About ProcessWeaver
For more than a decade, ProcessWeaver has
developed, deployed and supported
enterprise transportation management
technology that is used by tens-of-thousands
of shippers in more than 90 countries.
Recognized in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for
Transportation Management, and certified
by major global carriers such as UPS and
FedEx, ProcessWeaver focuses exclusively on
helping companies of any size better manage
the complexities of multi-carrier and

multi-modal shipping through its robust
transportation management platform which
can be deployed on-premise or hosted in the
cloud.
Our experience and expertise help deliver on
the commitment that shippers make to their
customers; getting their orders to them at
the time and place they need.
There is a reason tens-of millions of orders
are shipped each year on systems provided
by ProcessWeaver.
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Things we do
Transportation
Management Software
Software

Services

Support

ProcessWeaver develops industry leading transportation management
software that is designed to operate as an extension of your critical
business systems such as ERP, WMS, and e-Commerce. Its robust
functionality and modular design offers shippers of any size a platform to
help them improve their transportation and logistics processes.
Regardless of your shipping volume, how simple or complex your
processes, or where you ship from in the world or to, we’re worth a look.

Professional
Services
ProcessWeaver’s professional service staff has years of transportation,
process improvement, technology, systems integration experience and
expertise. ProcessWeaver is CMMI-Level 3 Appraised, so you can be
assured of our obligation to continually offer the most advanced project
management, development, and communication services, all of which
results in projects being delivered on time and on budget.

24/7/365
Customer Support
ProcessWeaver believes that its software product is only as good as
our ability to support it. Our CMMI-Level 3 Appraisal drives support
methodology and allows us to offer industry-leading service level
agreements. Shipping is mission critical, and we understand that every
order must be shipped so that it gets to your customer at the time and
place they need it.
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Rating & Routing
ProcessWeaver’s platform provides you with
a single repository for all your carrier rates
and routing rules, which enables you to
accurately rate, rate shop, consolidate, and
optimally route shipments, all to reduce
transportation costs and improve customer
service.

Logistics Data Quality
Prior to physically shipping products,
ProcessWeaver’s platform ensures that the
logistics-related data it receives from ERP or
WMS is as accurate as possible. It does this by
validating shipping addresses, international,
and hazmat data, as well as perform such tasks
as denied parties screening.

Shipping Execution
ProcessWeaver provides carrier compliant
shipping execution for more than 220 global
carriers and logistics services providers which
include: Parcel, Less-Than-Truckload, Full
Truck Load, Freight Forwarders, Private Fleet,
Same Day Couriers, Air, and Ocean.
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Labels & Documents
Transportation is still very paper-based. To
streamline and improve documentation,
ProcessWeaver’s platform produces all
necessary internal, carrier, customer, and
regulatory agencies mandated shipping labels
and documents.

Carrier Tendering
After shipping and labeling, ProcessWeaver
automatically tenders shipments to your
chosen carriers through our Shipping
Information Gateway (SIG), which connects
you to more than 220 global carriers and
logistics service providers.

Track & Trace
Once a carrier picks up your freight,
TPayments
ProcessWeaver attaches a “visibility tether” to
each tracking number, pro number, or airway bill
and monitors its transit activity all the way
through to Proof of Delivery, alerting you to
supply chain exceptions when they occur.
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Inbound Supplier
Shipping
In addition to helping you plan and execute your
outbound shipping, ProcessWeaver TMS
platform provides you with a web portal that
helps you with vender compliance, making
available a system where they can ship inbound
to you or drop ship to your customers.

Reporting & Analytics
Transportation and logistics touch every part
of an organization. The information related
to the movement of goods from physical
plant to customers can dramatically influence
how you improve operations and your
company’s bottom line. ProcessWeaver can
help you make better sense of this data.

Global Trade
In addition to planning and execution,
ProcessWeaver also provides solutions to
help facilitate your global trade activities,
including denied parties screening and filing
your export information through such
governmental systems as ACE and ATLAS
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Hazmat Shipping
ProcessWeaver’s TMS platform enables you
to comply with both carrier and regulatory
agencies when shipping dangerous goods.
Our solution helps ensure compliance and
prints all required labels and documents.

Mobile TMS
Mobile TMS provides shippers with the ability
to better manage the shipment and delivery
of their products on their own fleet or with
carriers who are unable to provide supply
chain information on the movement and
delivery of their products, including POD
information and signatures.

Freight Auditing
In a perfect world you wouldn’t have to concern
yourself with carriers not invoicing you exactly
what you think you should be paying for freight.
But the world is not an error-free zone and you
need to look at this information at transactional
level. ProcessWeaver helps you with this task.
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xCarrier for Sage ERPs
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Companies who have chosen ProcessWeaver as their transportation technology
partner include:
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Supported Carriers
ProcessWeaver’s TMS platform supports more than 220 global carriers and logistics
service providers in more than 90 countries. So, whether you ship same day couriers,
parcel, truckload, full truckload, utilize freight forwarders, ship via aircraft or ocean
vessel, our platform ensures you comply with their requirements for rating, labeling,
document printing, tendering, and track and trace. Our powerful Shipping Information
Gateway (SIG) connects you to ProcessWeaver’s carrier network so you can quickly
onboard new carriers as you need them.
If you happen to use a carrier that is not in our network, not to worry. Let us know
who they are and ProcessWeaver will add them at no cost to you.
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ABOUT OUR SUPPORT
OUR GOAL

PROCESSWEAVER BELIEVES THAT OUR
SOFTWARE IS ONLY AS GOOD AS OUR
ABILITY TO SUPPORT IT. WE ALSO
UNDERSTAND THAT SHIPPING IS
MISSION CRITICAL AND ITS
UNACCEPTABLE WHEN AN ORDER
THAT IS SUPPOSED TO SHIP DOESN’T.
For more than a decade, ProcessWeaver has
supported some of the biggest shippers in the
world. Because of that, 24/7/365 support is
not an option, but our standard. Our CMMI
Level 3-driven support provides our customers
with the quickest response times in the
industry. No matter where or when you ship, if
you have an issue, ProcessWeaver help is
minutes away.
Our support also includes quarterly business
reviews which ensures that we always
understand your business and how best
ProcessWeaver can align with it.
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OUR GOAL
ProcessWeaver’s goal is to build, deploy,
and support the best transportation
technology on the market. Additionally,
our goal is not to be just a technology
provider, but rather your technology
partner.
We understand that you make
commitments to your customers, and the
technology you use to get them their
orders at the time and place they need
them must align with existing processes,
integrate with your critical business
systems, but also be flexible to adjust to
the changing conditions of your business
as you compete in a global market.
To this end, ProcessWeaver’s entire global
staff is committed to helping you improve
operational efficiencies, improve
accuracy, and reduce transportation costs;
while at the same time ProcessWeaver
wants to be a partner that’s easy to do
business with.

OUR THINKING
We know you have a choice
when it comes to selecting a
TMS technology provider
ProcessWeaver wants to be your TMS
technology partner. To that end, we are
committed to assisting you at every stage
of your evaluation process. That includes
investing the time to understand your
business, transportation and logistics
processes, and IT landscape. It also
includes getting you with information you
need to thorough review our company,
products, and services. This includes
demonstrations, technical discussions,
cost justifications, and more.
Let us help you get to know us better.
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ProcessWeaver
North America Headquarters:
ProcessWeaver, Inc
5201 Great America Pkwy
Santa Clara, CA 95054
+1 888.932.8373
European Headquarters:
ProcessWeaver GmbH
SAP Partner Port
Altrottstrasse 31
61990 Walldrof, Germany
+49 622 773 4121
Asia/Pacific Headquarters
ProcessWeaver Software Solutions Pvt Ltd
3 Cube Towers
5th Floor, Kondapur
Hyderabad, Telangana
+91 40 40633355
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